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The Republic of Greece Since Its Declaration:
News, Comments and Proposals for Action
The Republic
On June 1, 1973, the Greek junta added another holiday to its already-over
crowded calendar. By a "constitutional act," the "crown democracy" which had been
ratified by 92% of the electorate in the 1968 referendum was declared a"presidential parliamentary republic." The change was indeed "significant" in view of the
fact that the 1967 coup was executed in the name of the monarchy, the perennial
"symbol of unity" in Greek history. Besides the 1968 mandate, the junta felt that
the new decree was also a sequel of the "Revolution."" It has become well known,
however, that the junta had no such mandates for the new structure; the 1967 "Revolution" lacked a mass basis and the 1968 referendum took place under martial law.
The basic causes were a deteriorating economic situation, an insurgent student
body,' the demands of former politicians for parliamentary rule, and the naval
insurrection in the spring of 1973.
Division in the Greek Armed forces, no doubt encouraged by the other internal
problems, undermined the defense capabilities of NATO's southern flank. To restabilize things, some "democratization" had to take place. Parliamentary elections
could be held; but according to the 1968 constitution, the King's return was
envisioned upon the first election. Since the King had not cooperated with the
junta 100%, his return would be problematic. The junta implicated him in the naval
mutiny and announced his dethronement. Captain Pappas, the leader of the mutiny,
denied any monarchist connections in the insurrection.
The possibility also exists that the junta sought to stabilize the internal
situation by appealing to mass psychology. The monarch had earned the hostility
of the Greek masses. In 1965, King Constantine forced the resignation of popularly
elected George Papandreou. In December of 1967, he miserably failed in his countercoup against the junta. Finally, up until the declaration of the republic, he had
been neutral about the Greek junta.
The Second Referendum
Since the junta had overwhelming success in the 1968 constitutional referendum, it decided to schedule another referendum on July 29, 1973, in order to ratify
the new republic.
The referendum also sought the peoples' assent on the structure of the new
republic. Briefly, there would be a president, a vice-president, a premier, and a
200-member parliament. The president would be elected by "universal and secret
ballot" and would serve for a term of eight years. He would select the vice-president and appoint the premier, the defense minister, the foreign minister, the
minister of public order, and 20 members of the parliament. He would also be the
head of the council of ministers, the enforcer of the constitution, the commander
in chief of the armed forces, and the head of the government. The role of the vicepresident would apparently be analogous to that of the vice-president in the United
States. The premier's duties would include the safeguarding of the president's
powers and the clarification of governmental roles. The functions of the parliament,
also to he elected by "universal and secret ballot," were residually defined.
Christianiki reported that the parliament could override presidential decisions
by majorities of at least 701, 80%, and 90%, 2 perhaps a structural impossibility
given the president's constitutional right of appointing 20 members of parliament.
The draft 3 available to the writer made no mention of a court system to counteract
the absolutist powers of the president.
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The Greek people were also promised that ratification of the referendum would
signify the closure of the six-year "parenthesis." Martial law would be lifted everywhere and the civil liberties suspended by the junta after the 1968 referendum
would be restored. The "patient" had recovered and it was time to remove the
"plaster cast." The promises, however, proved to be nothing more than enticements
to a trap. Instead of a "parenthesis," the Greek people were now called to ratify
a referendum that would also enclose them in "brackets."
To put it mildly, the campaign for the referendum was one-sided. The new
constitution was suspended even before ratification. The King would not return
and Papadopoulos would become the firstpresident of the republic even if there was
a negative vote. A negative vote would call only for minor revisions. The junta
resorted to the carrot and stick psychology to persuade the voters; after ratification they would lift martial law and restore civil liberties, but a negative
vote would mean a regression to the status quo ante (1967)--the old politicians,.
chaotic disorders, army intervention, and a dictatorship. Most important, the
YES forces (the junta) had complete monopoly over the mass media and the campaign
trails. The NO forces were denied free access to the media and their requests
for public rallies in Athens and Salonica were turned down. There were even cases
of overt retaliation 4 against the opposition; a former lieutenant general who called
the impending referendum a mockery was sentenced to 15 months in jail and an
American whose NO placard on his chest reminded the Greeks of their valiant stand
against the Italian fascists in 1940 was arrested and later deported. Finally,
the junta who had the armed forces, the police, the mass media, and the vigilantes
at its command added insult to injury when they accused the opposition of intimidating the voters into voting against (NO) the referendum.
Despite the repressive one-sidedness of the campaign, the leaders.of the
opposition were drawn into participation. The self-exiled leader of the right-wing
National Radical Union Party called for a cancellation of the referendum but recommended NO if it was not called off. The ex-monarch called for a NO vote. The
domestic communist party and the Coordinating Committee for the Establishment of
Democratic Legality (mainly a coalition of royalists, Karamanlis followers, and
Center Union rightists) also campaigned for the NO vote. The NO vote had two
meanings. It called for the restoration of the monarchy and/or it symbolized the
historical resistance (NO) of the Greeks against the Italian fascists. Andreas
Papandreou, the exiled leader of the Panhellenic Liberation Movement, recommended
an invalid ballot as the most unequivocal answer to the junta's fascist referendum.
To my knowledge, no one called for a boycott, perhaps the most decisive answer to
the junta. The compulsory nature of the elections and a history of reprisals for
abstention may have precluded this possibility.
The conditions surrounding balloting , the counting of ballots, and the
reporting of results were, to say the least, far from ideal. The principles of
"secret balloting" and bipartisan counting or reporting were blatantly violated.
First, the YES ballot was printed in patriotic blue-white colors, in contrast to
Wittilack gray NO ballots. Second, theoretically the voters should have had access
to both ballots; but there wiTOTfen a shortage of NO ballots or the local supervisors made it "inconvenient" for voters to obtain the NO ballots. Third, although
a "private" booth was available in most districts, use of the booth meant the voter
would cast a "negative" vote; public employees afraid of reprisal cast their YES
vote in public (also common in the 1968 referendum). Fourth, a high percentage of
supervisors were "public servants," rather than the customary and more impartial
judicial representatives. There are reports of a greater NO vote in electoral districts overseen by lawyers. In some rural areas, the balloting Area was overseen by
-
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armed vigilantes (TEA); urbanites who found themselves in their home village
during the referendum and would have voted NO in Athens voted YES in the village.
Fifth, -despite the greater impossibility of close surveillance in the urban areas,
iiiainesses reported that judicial representatives in Athens were intimidated by
the police to make sure that their reported outcomes matched, with some leeway for
credibility, the guaranteed positive results in the rural areas. Lastly, the
district results were transmitted to the monarchs (regional governors) who owed
their appointment to the junta. 5
Although the reported results failed to match the 1968 "mandate," they were
predetermined: YES, 77.20%; NO, 21.70%, and INVALID, 1.10%. The YES votes were
close to 100% in the rural areas; but in Athens where there was only a "shadow"
of martial law, the YES vote was 51%. In Salonica where the martial law had been
"completely" lifted, the YES vote was around 70%. The junta's national results,
however, are attenuated tremendously when the number of abstentions (1,654,175)
are taken into account: 6 YES, 58%; ND, 15%; ABSTENTIONS and INVALID, 26%. The
boycotters would, no doubt, have reduced the junta's "majority"; (and for this
reason are not likely to face reprisals). But even the recomputed results cannot
be said to express a definitive popular consensus. In several districts, the voters
signed affidavits certifying that they cast more negative votes than the final
results indicated. Moreover, the low incidence of NO votes in the urban areas and
the high incidence of YES votes in the rural areas did not correspond with past
elections. The final results were the end product of irregularities, intimidation,
and fabrication.
Several appeals (objections) 7 were submitted, including some by The Coordinating Committee to Establish Democratic Legality (Is there Undemocratic Legality?),
to the Greek supreme court; they sought to invalidate the referendum. Within a
span of two weeks, and without an investigation of allegations, the supreme court
denied their request on the grounds that the political changes were part of the
"Revolution"; the court also restricted the application of the law to the day of
the referendum and dismissed the charges prior to the election as irrelevant. The
appellants protested the perfunctory handling of their objections, doubted that the
justices' verdict was unanimous, and felt the decision about the validity of the
referendum should have been made by the constitutional court (See Below). Their
protests got them nowhere except, in some cases, to the police headquarters for
en investigation. One wonders why they should have expected more from a court in
which justices with integrity were weeded out after the junta took over. In the
meantime, Papadopoulos was sworn in, "before God and men," as the first president
of the republic by the Sychophant Archbishop leronymus.
General Amnesty
After his "landslide" electoral victory, Colonel Papadopoulos felt he had a
mandate for magnanity. Resides reactivating the 1968 constitution and removing
"shadows" of martial law from Attica, he ordered a "general amnesty" for political
prisoners. Until then, the regime maintained it had no political prisoners, only
subversives and common criminals. Among these were student activists, saboteurs
against the regime and conspirators in the recent naval insurrection. The generality
of the order, however, is questionable. Student activists who lost their draft
deferments have not yet been rehabilitated, and the naval mutineers have not been
reinstated. "Special formulas" were worked out to exclude the more activist exiles,
such as Andreas Papandreou. More recently, about 200 of Papadopoulos' "beneficiaries"
organized to demand the release of other political prisoners. But, in junta-land,
the definition of political prisoner is a relative thing. Upon his release,
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Panagoulis, who attempted to assassinate the Colonel in the summer of 1968, felt
that the walls of the prison had now widened. Panagoulis was correct; after the
so-called general amnesty declaration, anti-junta activists have been arrested,
investigated or declared personae non gratae.
Although world opinion acknowledged the "humanitarian" implications of the
amnesty order, there were no waves of gratitude for the junta. Several of the
released priSoners, including Panagoulis, had no regrets for their acts of resistance against the regime; moreover, they swore to persist in their struggles.
Exiles, from all positions on the political spectrum (e.g., Vlachos, Papandreou),
ignored the order and vowed not to seek repatriation under the present regime.
There are other exiles, again from "all points" on the spectrum, who sought
repatriation. Let us hope that nostalgia was not their sole motive for repatriation. In general, the anti-junta forces rightly saw the amnesty order as a gesture
of appeasement rather than of goodwill.
The Unimpeachable Elections
The junta's schedule for democracy by installment envisioned the holding of
parliamentary elections during 1974. The elections were part of the carrots the
junta held out to the Greek people before the referendum. There were two formal
requirements before the parliamentary elections could be held. The constitutional
court, suspended after it was approved by the 1968 referendum, would have to be
activated; and a premier, with a civilian cabinet, would have to be appointed.
About mid-September, the constitutional court was activated. Papadopoulos'
council of ministers elected 10 jurists to serve on the court, whose functions
were to regulate the formation and operation of political parties also suspended
after the 1967 coup.
In a critical analysis 8 of the new law regarding political parties (which
also encompasses the functions of the constitutional court), A. Cannellepoulos
identified several drawbacks. Generally, the law violated the principles of
"freedom" (internal and external), "equality" (vis-a-vis other parties), and
publicity which are germane to politics. More specifically, the new law specified
the party's ideology (e.g., in the national interest, goal of progress, etc.);
prohibited parties with an occupational basis; required a party to be national in
scope; abolished parties which successively abstained from elections for more
than six years; proscribed independent parties; and banned parties which aimed
at the overthrow (does not say violent) of the system. Apparently the new law
favors established parties and would make the constitutional court, not the
people's verdict, the final arbiter of a party's ideology. The basic flaw, however, lies in the fact that the new law and the new court rest on an unpopular
revolution and two fraudulent referenda.
In early October, the second prerequisite for parliamentary elections was
fulfilled. Strongman Papadopoulos gave the premiership to historian Spiros Markezinis. Spiros' political record is not impressive. Spiros used to he the leader
of the insignificant "Progressive" party. In a pre-junta election, when there was
more democracy, only Spiros' two followers were elected to the parliament. At its
height, Spires' party managed to receive only three percent of the votes (or
seats in parliament?), With such a record, one wonders why Papadopoulos selected
him. Although Markezinis had some "reservations," he voted YES in the referendum.
Papadopoulos probably liked Spiros' 3F slogan: FORGET, FORGIVE, and FREE ELECTIONS.
Greek people are also saying that this was the only way by which Markezinit could
have become premier. The "former politician" may also he the junta's last refuge
for self-legitimation, especially if the other former politicians are lured into
participation.
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Markezinis has been promising "unimpeachable elections" during 1974, perhaps in April to coincide with the seventh anniversary of the "Revolution." His
"reservations" about the YES vote included the restrictions of the new election
law, and there were hopes in some quarters that he could somehow do away with them.
In an interview given to Le Monde, 10 while on a tour, Markezinis said that he had
admiration for Lenin; and—iinTITE it were only up to him, even the communists
would participate in the elections (this part of the interview was censored in
Greece). In Greece, he had said that all parties would take part in the elections
except the "fascists and the communists." This means that Markezinis would
accommodate to the wishes of Papadopoulos. It should he mentioned that 15 of
Markezinis' 38 cabinet ministers were part of the junta's administration. The
constitutional court would also render judgments compatible with the wishes of
Papadopoulos. However, Spiro said that unless he could guarantee "unimpeachable"
elections, he would resign and Greece would then end up with a Kadafi (more carrot
and stick psychology!). In view of his political record and the present junta,
these arguments would probably not impress the Greek people.
Markezinis' invitation to participate in the forthcoming political process
has not been widely accepted. The premier himself has announced plans to organize'
his own party. Several ex-junta personnel, some of whom felt that Papadopoulos
betrayed the "Revolution," are also forming parties. The ex-junto spokesman, Stamatopoulos, plans to form a "socialist" party. As for the former anti-junta politicians, there has been talk about coalition parties between the Center Union and the
National Radical Union. The anti-junta right won't make a move until they get the
word from their master in Paris. Two other former politicians (G. Mavros and
J. Zigdis) have declared themselves against participation. They regard the steps
toward politicization as a response to the junta's failures and as another masquerade for the dictatorship. The words of Andreas Papapandreou place the matter
of participation in the junta's "electoral processes" in a broader perspective:
"The 'liberalization' of the regime, that is, the rapid implementation
of the neocolonialist constitution serves simultaneously two objectives.
First, and foremost, the transformation of RESISTANCE into OPPOSITION; in
other words, the development of a dialogue with the regime and the
implicit acceptance of the framework of the junta's constitution. This
is the reason why both the junta and its media promoted the debate around
the YES and the NO in relation to the July referendum. Second, the conclusion of the Greek issue in Western Europe and the superficial disengagement of the United States. The leniency measures (amnesty), of course,
constitute an effort to appease the people. At the same time, they are
intended to justify the claims of those who feel that reliance on the
political processes, within the regime's framework, will lead to progressive improvements, thus facilitating the acceptance of the rigime." 11
Greek-Americans and the New Republic

The Conscience of Archbishop lakovos. following the procIrmation of the
republic, Archbishop Iakovos, titular hea
d of nearly two million Greek Orthodox
of North and South America, sent a critical letter (June 29, 1973) to then Secretary of State Rogers. The letter, based on his observations of events in Greece,
while attending a memorial ceremony for Patriarch Athenagoras, criticized the United
States for its laissez-faire ("we wash our hands") attitude toward the abolition
of the monarchy and the suppression of civil liberties in Greece. The Archbishop
said that his stand was the personal "act of conscience" of an American citizen,
not of the leader of the Greek church, and its aim was to offset the civil war
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atmosphere being created by the junta. Back in Greece the Archbishop's tourist
guides were shocked; the junta's spokesmen could not understand why the Archbishop
would say things like that when a few days before he accompanied them on tours
and had nothing but praises for the "Revolution." On this side of the Atlantic,
Reverend Karabellas of Northern Michigan, wondered if the Holy Ghost had "narcotized" the Archbishop's conscience during the first six years when repression
and torture were the order of the day in Greece. Why had the Archbishop "washed
his own hands" during those agonizing years? Costas Athanasiades suggested 12
that the Archbishop's "conversion" reflected a quarrel between the industrialist
Tom Pappas, a benefactor to the Church, and the Greek strongman, over the former's
investments in Greece. Later events also showed the Archbishop "backsliding";
he sent a congratulatory message to the junta's new premier Markezinis.
Must the "free world" Archbishop play leronymus' role of legitimizing the
junta (repression)? Is the Archbishop heeding the new Patriarch Demetrius'
Byzantine message 13 to the World Council of Churches that in order to promote
"ecumenism" the Council must put the "spiritual" above the "political"? Or is
the Archbishop afraid of reviving the old controversyl 4 between the "monarchists"
and the "venizelists" which split Greek-American communities, especially at a time
when Eastern Orthodoxy has become one of the four established churches in this
country? Whatever his reasons, we must remind the Archbishop that rigid compartmentalization furnishes the fertile soil for exploitation by the state and the
growth of "nazism." We must remind him of the Church's role in the 1821 Revolution
against the oppressive Turks. We must also remind the Archbishop of his own participation in King's Seine March for the liberation of Black-Americans from WASP
oppression. It seems that if the Church is to remain true to its "free-will"
creed, it should take a minimal stand against oppression. It should not necessarily
choose between political personalities or parties, but it should at least take a
stand for democracy regardless of the organizational consequences.

The AHEPA Caper in Miami. During his administration, the Supreme President
of the American Hellenic Educational and Progressive Association went on a
European tour. While on the tour, he delivered the order's 50th anniversary
golden medallions indiscriminately to the President (Archbishop) of Cyprus,
Makarios, then "premier" Papadopoulos, and then King Constantine. At that time,
the Supreme President criticized Papadopoulos for the slow rate of progress
toward democracy.
After the proclamation of the republic, the Supreme President with the
approval of the Supreme Lodge invited the ex-monarch to Ahepa's annual convention,
scheduled to take place in Miami, Florida, during the latter part of August.
Constantine, who now had no court, eagerly accepted the invitation.
The invitation provoked a wave of protests. Letters and telegrams,
allegedly from the rank and file members, claimed that the invitation represented
interference in the internal affairs of Greece and violated the Order's apolitical
charter. 15 An ad in the National Herald, paid by three former Supreme Presidents,
also warned of reviving the old "monarchist"-"venizelist" controversy. The protesters felt the invitation would split the membership and demanded a recall of
the invitation.
Dr. Spirtos denied that the invitation of such an international dignitary
as the monarch had a political character. The President felt it was in line with
the recent pronouncements by Secretary of State Rogers regarding the need to
hasten democratization in Greece. He also saw it as consistent with the Charter's
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stand against "tyranny" in any part of the world. Lastly, he accused the Greek
Consulates and Embassies of interfering in the internal affairs of an American
organization by inciting the protests against the King's visit. The President's
protestations were fruitless. Anticipating a negative reaction from the Board
of Trustees (autonomous from the Supreme Lodge), the King postponed his excursion.
The controvery climaxed at the Miami convention. Dr. Spirtos, of the First
Ahepan Party, wrote a white paper, "Our Historical Duty," asking Ahepans, whose
charter was also against tyranny, to help restore "freedom" and "dignity" in the
mother country; he felt this to be urgent in view of the coming Independence
Bicentennial in 1976. The white paper was not distributed upon arrival at the
convention as had been customary but was stored away becaute of its political
character. Photocopies of it were circulated, and Or. Spirtos' position was
criticized in the United Ahepan Party's (opposition party) campaign literature.
When it was discovered that the white paper had been concealed, "pandemonium"
broke out on the convention floor. The protests notwithstanding, the convention
passed a resolution reprimanding the Supreme President for his involvements in
the internal affairs of another country and then elected a new Supreme President
from OT. Spirtos' own party.
The new Supreme President received congratulatory notes from the Greek
regime. He in turn reciprocated by sending the order's congratulations to Papadopoulos and expressing "best wishes upon your election and inauguration to the
office of the President." 16 And the Greek ambassador in Washington later reciprocated by holding a special reception for the new Supreme officers of the Supreme
Fraternal Order of Ahepa.
Dr. Spirtos was, of course, mistaken in denying the political character of
the King's visit. Perhaps he has watched too many queen contests in this country.
He should have consulted the Greek people whose political processes the monarchs,
including King Constantine, have, in collusion with foreign powers, subverted
since the 1821 Revolution.
The Ahepans who denied that Ahepa was political were also deluded. Dr. Spirtos might have been right about the junta's attempts to sabotage the visit, but
he failed to spell out the junta's (or US's) motivation: to stabilize the new
republic of Greece. Dr. Spirtos also failed to point out that among Ahepa's vast
membership (180,0007) there are many Greek-Americans (e.g., Tom Pappas) with huge
investments in Greece. In 1971, the organization lobbied for the restoration of
military Aid to the Greek junta. 17 Among the active lobbyists was also former
Supreme President NA's, a contributor to the National Herald ad. These
facts, . in addition to the recent capitulation by the Order's Board of Trustees,
might represent a desire on the part of Ahepan investors to stabilize their own
economic empires. All the talk about saving Greece from the atheistic communists,
defending the "free world," and preventing division in the organization may be a
cloak for economic privilege. The most humanitarian project that the rank and
file members of the philanthropic fraternal Order of Ahepa can undertake is to
become conscious of the mythology and somehow divorce themselves from the Ahepa
power elite.
Greek Emigrants and the "Great Idea." Concurrent with the Ahepa convention,
a World Council Convention of Osigrant Greek Scientists (Scholars) was being held
at the Hilton Hotel in Athens." The conventioneers (about 300) came from all
over the world except, of course, the communist countries. The National Herald
reported that the majority of them came from the United States. The convention,
e historical precedent, was inspired by the president of the democracy (Penedopontos), and the expenses of the conventioneers were paid by the Greek government
(actually the Greek people).
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The president of the republic, himself, inaugurated the convention,
telling the conventioneers that the "Great Idea" (Megan Idea - the campaign to
recover lost Creek lands from Turkey during the early par
t of the 20th century)
manifested itself both in Greece's commercial Navy and her emigrants. He also
warned them about the greatest affliction among Greeks--infighting--and hoped
that the emigrants, at least, could overcome it..
It is not certain if the president's character explanation was a response
to escalating internal dissent or to the failure on the part of the convention
organizers to attract more Greek scientists from abroad. The under-representation of prominent scholars, especially in the social sciences and humanities,
was noted by Professor Arnakis, Director of the Center for Neohellenic Studies
at the University of Texas and regular correspondent to the Herald. Although not
mentioned by Arnakis (may have not been aware), a group of dittinguished Greek
professors from Western European Universities did boycott the convention. They
were cognizant of the junta's suppression of academic freedom, and they did not
feel that the tenets and methods of science (scholarship) were compatible with
a repressive political system. Moreover, they doubted that the transformation
from a "dictatorship" to a "republic" would change things. Thank goodness the
Western European professors do not indulge in the rigid compartmentalization of
"science" and "action."
Professor Arnakis also referred to other lacunae in the convention. There
was an absence of dialogue (except in the area of educational programming) and a
preponderance of "pragmatic" topics. The subordination of the theoretical was
especially poignant for Professor Arnakis who felt theory should have more
priority in Platoland. (Let's also not forget about the absence of dialogue in
Socratoland.) On the whole, however, Professor Arnakis had positive impressions
of the convention and urged that it become a tradition, with the drawbacks eliminated, of course.
Another emigrant scholar from American University in Washington, (Prof. J.
Nicolopoulos) saw the convention as a "two-edged" sword; he maintained that the
convention backfired when the conveniioners took a stand for the demotic (people's)
language (vs. the Katharevousa which is promoted by the junta) and also wnen they
exposed the junta's repatriation campaign as a myth. Professor Nicolopoulos
doubted that the World Council Convention would become a tradition, but assured
all emigrant Greek scientists that they can get all the dialogue they need at the
forthcoming convention (FORCES SHAPING MODERN GREECE) at Columbia University.
The Apolitical National Herald. The National Herald, the largest GreekAmerican newspaper in the states, claims to be apolitical. It maintains this stand
in order to preserve the "unity in the Creek American community." The paper's
editorials on the Greek government are occasionally critical but they do accept
the junta's schedule of democratization. This ambiValence accords the paper an
air of netrality. In actuality, however, the paper leans more toward the right
wing. This is obvious from greater space allocated to the declarations of
former politicians (Karamanlis, Canellopoulos, etc.) than to those of the
activists (e.g., Papandreou). This discrimination is also Shown in the priority
of coverage. Usually, the "former politicians" get priority in sequence.
The right-wing inclinations of the paper are also reflected in the "treatment" of its commentators. Professor Couloumbis, a sporadic contributor to the
Herald, wrote a mild article 19 comparing the Greek republic to Latin American
juntas and doubting the unimpeachability of the forthcoming elections. The Greek
government informed Professor Couloumbis that his article was inaccurate and
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converted him to persona non grata status. To my knowledge, the National Herald,
which in its editorials defends freedom of the press, did not protest the Greek
regime's reprisals against Professor Couloumbis.
Professor D. George Kousoulas of Howard University is a more frequent contributor to the National Herald. lie writes twice a week, alternating between
Greek and English, apparently aiming to reach all generations of Greek Americans. 20
At the time of his inauguration as correspondent, the National Herald catalogued
Professor Kousoulas' impressive credentials, including his experiences with the
United States Diplomatic Service and the American War College; but the Herald
neglected to mention the fact that Professor Kousoulas collaborated in iETTiaming
of the Junta's 1968 constitution. 21
In his articles, Professor Kousoulas acknowledges that the junta has been a
dictatorship but is optimistic about its transformation into a democracy. He
feels that Greece is in a "critical juncture," urges all former politicians to be
"pragmatic" ("objective"), and not let the opportunity for participation in the
"Markezinis Experiment" go by. Kousoulas says the worst enemy of the "good" is
the "perfect." Dr. Kousoulas warns the politicians that unless they take part in
the elections, they would be responsible for a resurgence of the dictatorship;
according to him, "politics like nature abhors a vacuum." Professor Kousoulas,
who apparently has a strong record in "the art of the possible" can rest assured
that the junta will not make him a persona non rata in Greece.
The National Herald has not always haa -ir g t-wing bias. During the "manorchist"-"venizelist" (republican) cleavage in the United States, it took the progressive republican side. Its competitor, Atlantis, had taken the side of the rightwing monarchists. Within the last year, Atlantis became defunct. The question
may be raised if growth pains, in terms of subscribers and advertisements, have
not caused the shift toward the right; the stress on "unity" may be the National
Herald's own cloak of privilege.
We are not suggesting here that the National Herald stop collaborating with
Kousoulas. He, like the rest of the junta, have the important negative function
of providing inspiration for the anti-junta movement. We are suggesting, though,
that if the Herald continues to claim political neutrality, then it ought to give
better coverage to the Liberation Movement--even if it loses the advertisements of
Olympic Airlines.
Agenda for Action
The brawn and brains of immigrants have built an American empire that is no
less oppressive to the peoples of the "Third World" 22 than were the great empires
of the past. We comprise about 6% of the world's population and use 30% of the
world's income. Much of the wealth has been drawn from the resources of the
"Third World." Thus, when the pacifists of the 1960's called Americans"imperialist
pigs," they were not far from the truth.
To sustain the American economic empire, a global military-industrial complex
has come into being. First, this complex thrives on an armaments race that drains
the earth's resources most needed by "Third World" countries. Second, it uses
local satraps to police the "third World" dissidents who strive -WITTapid economic
development. Third, the "Third World" countries are often used by the military
intelligence
as experimental laboratories for testing the latest weapons-systems and techniques of torture. Lastly, the global deployment of the complex
functions to avert a confrontation with the Soviet superpower on the homefront
which often victimizes the peoples of the "Third World."
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At the same time, the subjects of the American empire indulge themselves
at the expense of the "Third World." They undertake their safari expeditions,
tour the archeological sites, imbibe the natural scenery, partake of the indigenous pleasures, and prepare their travelogues for the folks back home. Greece is
now known as the "Florida of Europe" in some circles. One wonders if the next
step is annexation! If the epithet "nigger" is of any relevance, it certainly
applies to the "Third World."
Most of the empire's subjects do not seem to feel any guilt pangs about
exploitation of the "Third World." The victimization, despite the plethora of
media, is still not real to us. Perhaps it's because we get red carpet treatment
when we visit these countries. Perhaps it's because it's happening to other
"races." Perhaps we have become marcotized by our own great power and affluence.
Perhaps we cannot conceive of ourselves as "imperialist pigs" when we are so
generous with our "foreign aid." Or perhaps we have swallowed too easily the
mythology about our country's "laissez-faire" role and its role as guardian of
the "Free World."
Given the nature of the American empire and our own participation in it,
our inaction can be as reprehensible as the participation of former politicians
in the "Markezinis Experiment" (or as that of the German people during the rise
of "nazism"). We need to suspend the rigid compartments between politics and
non-politics (science, religion, etc.); Aristotle said long ago, "man" is a
political animal. The Greek immigrants and their descendants would, I think, best
implement the "Great Idea" (and as Americans celebrate the bicentennial) by
supporting action along the following lines:
1. Support the proposals, by the American Civil Liberties Union and the
National Lawyers Guild, which call for the impeachment or resignation of
Richard Nixon.
2. Outlaw private campaign contributions and institute some kind of check-off
system that would also include third parties.
3. Support bills that would either abolish or regulate legislative lobbying.
4. Support a federal bill that would remove all legalistic restrictions from
third parties on all levels--local, state, and federal.
5. Diplomatic recognition should either be granted or ratified by the
Congress, after appropriate hearings.
6. Congress should pass more strict laws to prevent American intelligence
services and multi-national corporations from subverting the will of local
majorities.
7. Senator Jackson's strictures on trade with the Soviets should also be applied
to American corporations in Greece, Angola, Brazil, South Africa. Rhodesia,
etc.
8. Support movements to subordinate the U.N. Security Council to the General
Assembly (proportional representation) in order to give "Third World"
countries more power in the world.
9. Boycott the services and products of multi-national corporations that
support the juntas around the world, e.g., Standard Oil (Greece), Gulf (Angola),
ITT (Chile), etc.
10.Actions more relevant to Greece (a) Write to congresspersons, B. Rosenthal,
J. Brademas, L. Hamilton, D. Frazer, D. Edwards, W. Fulbright, and S. Chisholm,
to stop all forms of aid to Greece until the entire junta steps down and
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democracy is restored; (b) Demand that NATO and the U.S. remove nuclear weapons
from Greek soil; (c) Protest the complicity of Greek-American organizations (the
Church, Ahepa, the National Herald, etc.) in the maintenance of the junta;
(d) Subscribe to alternative media (e.g., Campana, PAK Newsletter, the JHAS, etc.)
for information about the liberation movement.
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NOTE: The following article on Spires Markezinis was written shortly before
Markezinis took the oath of office as the premier of the "Greek" junta.

A Profile of the Junta's New Premier
Persistent rumors coming out of Athens have indicated that the selfappointed president (dictator) Papadopoulos has decided to install Spiridion
Markezinis to the post of prime minister, a position occupied today, along
with many others, by the dictator himself.
Undoubtedly, this measure is intended to create a much needed moral basis
for the regime by building a facade of civilian rule. However, both the powers
reserved for the president under the new constitution and the stipulation regarding political parties and press censorship render the project a hollow
propaganda slogan which, after all, corresponds precisely to the nature of the
"proclamation."
Not only do the aforesaid legal barriers and the nature of the dictatorship preclude any restoration of the pre-1967 democratic institutions, but
moat important of all is the personality and political ideas of the prime minister-designate.
Spiridion Markezinis, a Wealthy Athenian, Is not a newcomer in Greek political life. Lacking charismatic leadership qualities and reformist principles,
he was never able to form a viable party or to attract a large following. But
he traditionally has exhibited a capacity to maneuver in the shadows behind a
"strong man."
Ambitious, reckless and somewhat unorthodox in his ethical conduct, Markezinis, during the late 1930's was an admirer of the fascist military dictatorship of Netaxas in Greece. During the German occupation of the country he was
the liaison man in Athens with the remnants of the Metaxas regime and King
George of Greece, then is
in London. And this in spite of the fact that
all the political parties in Greece had by then repudiated the monarch for its
role in the establishment of the dictatorship of 1936.
Moreover, Markezinis was financing monarchist-terrorist bands and organizations like the infamous "K" which in collaboration with the SS fought against
the Greek resistance. it was in one of these bands, "The Security Battalions,"
that the present dictator Papadopoulos then served as captain.
The rightist-fascist tendencies of Markezinis, in the realm of foreign relations, were in complete harmony with the colonial position that Britain
wanted to reduce Greece to after the war: "Row could they (the British) trust
us in the Middle East, while they see us unable to organize our own house?
Only with them (the British) we can prosper, not as an independent because independence of small nations will not exist after the war, but as members of
a group of nations."
An uncompromising supporter of the later doctrine of the cold war, he
believed that Greece had the mission to be the advance guard of American and
British interests in the Middle East. Greece, according to Markezinis, ought
to be the bastion of the anti-Soviet policies of the West in Eastern Mediterranean, surrendering all vestiges of national independence and ignoring her
pressing social issues at home, thus destroying all progress achieved by the
Greek people toward self-independence during the 1940's.
Of course, no parliamentary government, even the most reactionary, could
adopt such a program without inviting civil dieorders and eventual overthrow.
Only a dictatorship could have any fair chance of success unhampered by any
parliamentary restrictions or public pressures.
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And that is what Harkezinis proposed as early as 1949 at a time when
the Right had involved the country in a deliberate war to neutralize once and
for all the renaissance of the progressive forces of the Greek people: He
said: "But who among our politicians has the strength to implement such a
program not with words but with acts?"
Markezinis found as the appropriate "strong man" Marshall Papagos, the
generalissimo of the Greek army conducting the extermination campaign against
what was left of the once great resistance movement.
Papagos' "radicalism" and uncompromising position toward the "rebels"—
he was determined to eradicate completely any oppostion--had prompted the
American ambassador in Athens, who participated in the deliberations of the
Greek Cabinet counsel with a veto power, to remark: "If the Congress had been
informed of the generalissimo's memorandum, Markos (the head of the "rebel"
forces) could not have hoped for a better supporter."
With the approval of the American factor (discussions of Markezinie with
Averill Harriman in Athens on Jan. 1, 1949), Markezinis launched the political
career of Papagos who dominated the Greek political scene until his death in
1953. As vice premier of the Papagos government, Markezinis was considered,
and rightly so, as the brain trust of the coalition, and the main exponent of
its economic policies.
From 1952 to 1967, an era dominated by the gradual restoration of the
parliamentary institutions in Greece, and the emergence of powerful democratic
forces, Markezinis completely vanished as a political power In the country.
The transformation and the regeneration of Greece in the sixties, the move forward by a self-assured people and their participatory democracy, completely
ostrasized Markezinis from Greek political life.
The coup d'etat of 1967 which, like in Chile, effectively nullified the
political institutions of the country and made Illegal the existence of the political parties and either imprisoned or exiled all political leaders of any
stature, left Markezinis untouched.
Furthermore, Markezinis even during the darkest hour of the dictatorship
last spring, when hundreds of students were imprisoned, beaten, drafted illegally
into the army and all institutions of higher learning were closed by the dictatorship, never had a word of criticism at this brutal attack against the basic
liberties of the Greek people. As a matter of fact, never during the long
nightmare of the dictatorship did he utter a word of protest.
The junta has experienced political isolation in her repeated attempts
to attract the support of political renegades, even Communists. (One of the
most vocal apologists of the regime is a well-known former Communist, Georgalas.)
This left Papadopoulos with the only choice available--Markezinis.
This marriage of convenience between a dictator facing an ever increasing
hostility and opposition among the populace, and a discredited politician who
believes that only under the protective aegis of a totalitarian regime can he
implement his program, presents a new and dangerous precedent for Greece and
the other countries under a military government.
In order to appease public opinion at home and western abhorrence of
repressive regimes, Papadopoulos found it expedient to provide his regime with
an image of democratic legality while in essence all the dictatorial features
of the regime remain intact.
As it was the case of the Germans in World War II who resorted to the
appointment of "collaborationist" governments, without any real power-- and the
Brazilian military now--the move by Papadopoulos and his foreign advisers to
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appoint a puppet cabinet is bound to intensify the determination of the Greek
peOple to resist its Geecophone and foreign occupiers,
John Malakasses
History Department

University of Cincinnati
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NOTE: The author of this article is an American woman who taught in Greece
for two years during the fascist-junta rule. In the description of her
experiences and observations of the status of Greek women in society, one
notes well the common manifestations of oppression that confront women of all
nations under the same socio-economic conditions.
--

Opression - The Women's Case
Since, as Fourier stated over a century ago, the degree of women's emancipation is the natural measure of the general emancipation in any given society, it is of utmost importance to bring to light the woman's situation in a
country where she is oppressed by the man as well as by the economic and political system under which she lives.
The situation is by no means unique to Greece, for women are not oppressed because of culture or nationality. Women are oppressed in the United
States, in Brasil, in South Africa, in France, in Israel, in Egypt, in India,
in short, over the major portion of the earth, since most of the world's population lives in societies divided into classes. In this particular aspect of
class division, the man is the exploiter, and the woman the exploited, or as
Ehgels said, "In the family, he (the man) is the bourgeois and the wife represents the proletarian. The oppression of half of the world's population by
the other half serves many purposes."
In the family relationship in capitalist society, the man assumes his
position at its head as bread-winner. The women, who cannot readily be absorbed into the social productive process due to the scarcity of jobs, are
confined to private production in the household, where they work without a
salary in exchange for room and board. They do, however, take part in 'the
consumption process. In other words, we have one producer and-two or more
consumers. One wage is paid for two people to live on. This has traditionally been the place of women in capitalist society. All historians and anthropologists agree that matriarchy was the original form of society end that
the change from matriarchy to patriarchy constituted the defeat of the female
vex. In the capitalist system it is only at times of labor shortage, such as
at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, that women were called upon in
great numbers to work outside the home. In times such as these, their role as
a reserve labor force is clearly seen, for they are brought out of the home
to work at rates below those of men. As in all oppressed minorities, women
also fulfill this need of the capitalist system for a reserve labor force.
But once involved in the productive process she begins to tap her energies,
her resorces, and her consciousness grows until her cries for justice and liberation become clear enough for all to hear. That is what has happened the
world over for the past hundred years. This is the struggle that is still being fought today in Argentina, in the U.S., Canada, in Spain, Greece and elsewhere.
Since oppression manifests itself in so many ways, it is impossible to
deal with all of these elements in the course of en article. This article
therefore attempts to show how oppression manifests itself in a particular
country, Greece, in day-to-day observable phenomena.
In Greece prejudice against a woman begins even before her birth. The
wish made to a pregnant woman in Greek is "With a son." The reasons for this
prejudice are primarily economic in nature.
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A girl is considered to be a financial burden to the family because she
will in most cases never become a wage earner. In Greece today unemployment
is bad enough to force 300,00 Greeks to emigrate within six years. The
economy cannot provide enough jobs for all the men, let alone absorb the
women,. If a woman does manage to work, the Income she will bring will be
low because of the kind of jobs she will do and because of the wage-scale,
which is lover for women than for men. Like the working class, the peasants
wish for a eon. They say he will be stronger and able to do more work in the
fields. (Although peasant women ore by and large more overworked than men
their work is not considered productive.) Among the petty bourgeois a son is
needed to help in, to manage, and eventually to take over the smell business.
Women are considered unfit for business. The same holds true on a larger scale
for the bourgeoisie, who strongly prefer a male heir to keep their businesses
intact. Therefore, inmost cases, a daughter's place in the lover and middle
classes is that of helper in the household. In the minority of well-to-do
families she is wonted to become a lady of leisure. In all classes there
valets the problem of the dowry.
The dowry in still a common practice in Greece. For the lower and middle
classes it serves the purpose of helping the young couple to set up a household, which would otherwise be very difficult to manage due to the cost of
apartments, furniture, and appliances and the low salaries and income. Amongst
the bourgeoisie the dowry actually serves to consolidate the wealth of both
families.
Articles 1406-1437 of the Civil Code state that the dowry is given to
the groom by the bridele parents to lighten the financial burden she will be
to him throughout their married life. The dowry is legally the husbands.
He may dispose of the constituents, i.e. the animals, linen, cash, or apartments as he sees fit, but he may not sell or give them away. In case of
divorce all is returned to the women. The amount of the dowry must correspond
to the economic situation and number of unmarried daughters of the bride's
parents and to the social standing of the groom. The only case in which the
father is relieved of the responsibility of giving a dowry is when the giving
of it should render him unable to support his family.
The dowry, therefore, is a serious problem for most parents, who spend
the greater part of their lives amassing the capital necessary to secure a
husband for their "burdensome, unproductive" daughters. The sacrifices made
by the family are often great. In the case of a family with many daughters
the son or none must also make a contribution and they are discouraged from
marrying until the sisters are, so to epeak, taken care of. The psychological
implications are obvioust resentment, anger, frustration on the part of the
men against the sister or daughter who hinds them to a commitment from the
moment of her birth.
Anpther consideration that enters the minds of parents-to-he is that of
the future of the family name. This preoccupation is, of course, not peculiar to Greece, but there is an individual oharacteristic that this subject
assumes here due to linguistic peculiarities.
There are five grammatical cases in the modern Greek language, one of
them being the genitive, which is used to connotate possession. All nouns,
including proper names, can be declined in the various canes. Male hearers of
the family name use it in the nominative ease-that which applies to the subject
of a sentence. The woman's surname does not become feminine nominative, in
which event It would only dome gender, since all nouns in Greek ore either
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masculine, feminine or neuter. Rather, the woman's name assumes the masculine genitive case, which would in English be "of" followed by the family name.
For example, the name "Giannopoulos" would be carried by all the men in the
family, whereas the wife and daughters are "Giannopoulou" or, "Of Giannopoulos."
Therefore, the fact is not that a woman will lose her name upon assuming that
of her husband, but rather that she is never entitled to the full patronymic,
but only to a subordinate case of it. Since language always expresses attitudes, we may assume that the prevalent theory concerning a women's autonomous
being is that she has none. All her life she is "of" someone else.
Once that fact has been established at birth that the child is female,
a process of repression of the girl's potentiality begins.
As a teacher I have come into contact with wits a number of Greek children of all ages. One thing that struck me almost immediately was the lack of
spontaneity and initiative in my female pupils. (iris are taught to look nice,
sit quietly, speak softly, and in general react in a moderate way to anything
that may touch them in the way of stimulus. Boys, on the other hand, are
allowed to be loud, insolent, lazy and messy as long as a lively personality
compensates for these drawbacks. The girls were on the whole better students
in the archaic system, due to the fact that they had been subdued into controlling any impulses contrary to their duty, Which in this ease was studying. The
class clowns and dunces were always, as is traditionally the case, boys. All
was permitted where there was male machismo. The consequence of this double
standard in early education leads to the phenomenon that can be observed at
any time on any street In Athens - the aggression of a boy or a man toward a
passing woman.
The forms of attack range from mild compliments concerning the woman's
anatomy to statistics on his genitalia, to incredibly detailed descriptions
of what he would do to her with it if given the opportunity. The typical feminine reaction to all of this is feigned deafness. Should she react in a mild
manner, the male is amused. If her riposte takes on a sore spirited character,
he is profoundly shocked. His reaction is then either incredulity or reinforced attack.
Early training in male activism and feminine passivism accounts for the
manner in which the aforegoing takes place, but does not adequately explain
the fundamental reasons for it existing.
As has been stated previously, sex oppression, like racism or regional
prejudices, has a definite place in class society. The oppressed find a
scapegoat in other oppressed members of society and thereby divert their
anger from the real oppressor, from the real enemy. With men, this phenomenon
of misdirected resentment is termed misogyny.
Outlets for this misogyny are the jokes, cartoons and films that present
women as simultaneously sly, stupid, and primitive. A film recently running
in Athens was entitled "When Women Had Tails." Linguistically, the contempt
finds numerous forms of expression. The act of picking up a girl is called
"Kamaki" in slang. Literally, the noun means the instrument that is used to
impale fish and other hunted animals. Adjectives used to describe the woman
underline the fact that she is a consumer's item. She is "sweet" or "tasty".
A common form of compliments is calling her "doll" and derives its popularity
from the fact that most men see women as brainless playthings. It must be men-:
tioned that most men use these terms to express affection, admiration or at
least flattery. They fail to realize the leak of respect these terms imply.
The way in which a woman may use language is quite restricted. Her ex18

pressions must be genteel and polite, never true verbalisations of intense
emotions, should it ever be admitted that oho has any. An incident I observed
on a bus may serve to illustrate this principle.
A woman had been persistently ringing the bell to get off, but the driver
was not making any stops. Virtually all the passengers took part in the dispute between the driver and the woman, and all aided with the woman. Finally,
the doors were opened and ehe stepped off. She than flung en epithet at the
driver which characterized him an a person who satisfies himself sexually.
The word is need no frequently in Greece that it is often among the first a
tourists will pick up. Coming from a woman it provoked such profound indignation on the pert of the passengers that they immediately and as a unit reversed
their former position and proceeded to curse the woman and defend the driver
for not having let her off earlier. The identical and almost reflexive reaction
of no many people in sufficiently indicative to allow for the conclusion that
there is even a linguistic double standard in Greece. Of course, the epithet
the woman used ahoy° at least a lack of respect and amid not be condoned in
anyone. The point is that men are not censured for the use of such a derogatory
expression, and the women era criticised for the wrong reasons. It in not
implied that it is wrong for anyone to use this term, but that women must not
transgress into the "males realm of vulgarity.
These bases for male-female comportment are instilled in children at a
very early age at home. The continued develnpatet of their respective roles
takes place in primary school and constitutes the essential form of discrimination at this level. Since education is compulsory In Greece up to the age of
twelve, both sexes attend olaoses in equal numbers.
When education becomes voluntary, i.e. after the age of twelve, the percentage of girls who attend school out of the total percentage of female population of this age group in lover than that for the boys. The girls who do go
through high school meet discrimination in many forms, for secondary school
in where the real role enforoement process takes place, where definitions of
"man" end "woman" become fixed and clear. Here the woman learns once and for
all that her place will be to nerve, that she must not have excessive desires
for self-fulfilment, or vain ideas of her worth, or inappropriate ambitions.
These lessons are reinforced in a number of ways, some direct, some more
subtle, An example of the subtle taaties are the traditional blue uniforms
which the girls continue to wear all through high school, as a continual reminder that they are not far from primary school, that they are still children,
ss as the clothing they
similar, without distinct traits, plain and formle
wear. Once in secondary school, the heys are allowed to dispense with the
blue aprons and wear street clothes to school. They have broken away from
childhood and are visibly becoming men.
A direct tactic of repression is the end to co-ed classes. This separation into all boy all girl classes allow for different emphasis in the course
of study for each group. The maths end sciences are more important for the
boys and girls should be good in literature, the arta, etc. The proof of the
effectiveness of such policies comes in the last three years of high school,
when the grades are separated into practical and academic courses of study.
The practical course emphasizes the sciences and mathematics. The percentage
of girls in the practical course in very low, in spite of the fact that the
most lucrative jobs and best career opportunities lie in these fields. They
have already been conditioned to "choose" fields in which they will not present a threat to the male labor force.
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At present 67% of all Greek university students are men. The majority
of the female students are enrolled in the School of Philosophy. Two-thirds
of the graduates of this department are women, who, after finishing their
studies, earn en average salary of $120 monthly. The men, who have majored
mostly in the sciences and mathematics, will be earning approximately twice
that at the beginning of their careers. Women students in the latter field
are scarce. In 1971 the third year of the chemistry class was made up of
70 students of whom five were women. The respective number of diplomas and
certificates awarded to men and women corresponds to this two to one ratio
of total students. Doctorates are a different story. In 1968, 236 men received a Ph.D degree in Greece to only 37 women.
Unfortunately, even the women who do finish high school and college find
themselves for the most part with their education as dowry and not as a means
of economic independence, for job opportunitiee for women are few and far between.
In most of the fields in which women are trained, e.g. teaching, archeology, sociology, jobs are scarce in Athena and the larger cities. There are,
however, opportunities in the provinces and on the islands. Since moat students
are originally from the cities, have their friends and families there, they
are reluctanct to go off alone to a distant place in order to be able to work.
Jobs In engineering, the sciences and mathematics are mostly concentrated in
the cities. Therefore, the men for the most part do not meet with these difficulties to as great an extent as the women.
Women find that few fields are really open to them. The most prominent
of these are the civil service; personal services, e.g. maids, cleaning women,
hairdressers, seamstresses; social welfare work and the tourist trade.
The civil service is the largest single employer of women and is also a
notoriously cheap employer. Salaries are on the whole much lower in the civil
service than in private industry. In civil service job opportunities for a
docent wage arise only through advancement from levels which are numbered
eight through one. At level eight, the lowest on the pay scale, employees are
50% men, 50% women. From here on, as pay increases the percentage of women
employed drops. Moat women never reach level nix; rarely do a few obtain a
level two or three position, and virtually never in there a woman at level
number one.
Public school teachers are a good example of civil servants. The
Philosophy School graduates, now teachers in primary and secondary schools,
are 50% male, 50% female. A step higher on the pay scale we see that the
total teaching staff of higher institutions in Greece is 77% male 23% female.
If we exclude the teaching assistants from this figure, we reach en even more
indicative statistic; of two hundred full professors at the University of
Athens, three are women.
Private industry, as opposed to the more subtle civil service, blatantly
discriminates against women in both hiring and paying practices. Private
companies advertise for m200 male applicantnefor a position. As for salaries, an 18 year old man starting out in a company earns 2,184 drachmae
(30 dr $1) monthly to a women's 2,016 drachmas for the same position.
After twenty years he will be earning 4,480 drachmas per month, she 4,144
drachmae, again for the same job. Supplements are paid to the man for his
wife and children, to the woman only for her children. Nor is there any
provision in private industry for pregnancy leave. In private industry she
may take only the annual one month vacation leave, and if necessary, ten to
-
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fifteen days more for recuperation. In the civil service there are up to
four months leave with pay. Child day care centers are not readily available to facilitate her working. Consequently, she will find it impossible
to qualify for full pension upon retirement, since this requires 35 years
of employment, and she usually stops working to raise the children.
Possibilities for advancement are as limited in private industry as in
the civil service, if not more so. Statistics for 1969 shoving the average
monthly receipts of employees in industrial and handicraft establishments
with ten persons or more, show that, in effect women are earning 50 per cent
less than men. The great difference results not from unequal pay standards,
since the men earn only B per cent more, as shown above, but from the positions occupied by men and women, with higher level jobs done by mon receiving analogous payment. According to the 1967 Labor Force Survey, there were
50,300 men employing salary and wage earners and only 3,400 women employers
In Greece.
A specific example of discrimination in private industry is the field
of law. Since there are many women who aspire to this career, it is a good
example of this category of labor. A women will find that this profession,
as most others in this supposedly lucrative class, will hardly provide her
with a sustenance income. Because of a general public prejudice, most people
go to a male lawyer. A women consequently finds herself with a very limited
clientele, and is often forced beck into the civil service as a judge. In
this case all the problems of low salary, being sent to the provinces, and
no advancement again crop up on the horizon. Nevertheless, she will consider
herself fortunate if she passes the test to become a judge. Legally, both
men and women may take the examination, In February, 1972, the results were
the followings 120 female applicants - 3 pawing; 140 male applicants - 57
passing. All candidates hold the same diploma. Therefore, most women lawyers,
after learning from bitter experience that they can become neither successful
lawyers nor judges, find themselves sitting behind a desk in a bank or assisting an equally qualified male lawyer. A friend of mine, who finds herself in
this position,is currently earning 1,600 drachmae monthly, while the lawyer for
whom she works, and part of whose work she dose, takes in 100,000 drachmae
monthly. With no possibility of advancement or a liveable wage, there is no
need to wonder at the number of women who prefer to marry. Marriage will at
least take them out of their parents house, which they would otherwise not be
able to leave because of exonerate and social restrictions.
The women has been coached and combed all her life in expectation of her
wedding day. She now finds that she only manages to exchange one set of chains
for another. Formerly, her parents possession, her virginity having been
guarded and, if necessary, restored by them, she now becomes "of" her husband.
He will be the proteetor-provider-father, for the perfect marriage calls for
a groom at least seven years the bride's senior, and she will lovingly fulfill
his every physical need. Intellectual needs will continue to be satisfied by
his male friends. In the middle and upper classes the woman will be as idle
and beautiful as possible, and she will hopefully cope with all the frustrations
of her useless life. The futility of her existence will, of course, remain unacknowledged. Sometimes the illusion of universally happy Greek households is
shattered by a newspaper article that recounts the tale of a wife gone berserk,
throwing acid at her husband or electrocuting, poisoning, or stabbing him. It
is all laughed away by that same bourgeois segment of society that refuses to
become conscious of the real issues and deep causes of an apparently senseless act.
-
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The romantic idea of love and marriage has no place in the peasant and
workers classes, where marriages are still often arranged and the woman's
household work can still be considered useful, since it is the most efficient division of labor possible. Here, the woman is a worker, and some sense
of harmony still prevails as both partners see each other as a necessity of
survival. Nevertheless, injustices exist here as well, since the woman worker
quantitatively more than the man. On the farm there is never en off season
for her. While her husband spends a large part of the winter in the village
cafe, she continues to carry the water, kill the chickens, cook and wash, and
take care of the children. She may still be more sane and healthy in mind
than the urban middle clean or bourgeois wife, but her toil and sorrow dhow
on the wrinkled, prematurely-aged face of her black-clad figure.
In all classes the woman will raise her daughters to be docile, and serve
or be subservient to father, brothers, later husband and sons. The sons will
be taught to be aggressive, given the beet education possible, allowed greater
range of movement and action, and encouraged to be omen" - even if it means
teaching them to lift girls' skirts at the age of five or leading them to a
brothel at 15. And so, for the present the cycle continues.
Greece appears to be a diseased society and Papadopoulos' plaster east
has most definitely not been a cure. If anything, things have gotten woree
during the past seven years, as unemployment soars, as the media propagates
more and more the image of the sex-object, and as men manifest more vulgar
attitudes toward women.
Subjectively, one feels sad, angry, and humiliated as a woman when confronted with these conditions. Especially when one hears from otherwise progressive young Greeks that the destruction of the human revs meld follow upon
the heels of the liberation of women. Their fight for justice seems often to
come to a screeching halt when it approaches too close to home, or rather when
it threatens their private comfort and role. It is very difficult for women
in Greece, as it is In most places. After living in Greece for two years I can
honestly say that I never felt completely at ease alone outside the walla of my
apartment. One learns to expect comments or gestures from every passing male
between the ages of 10 and 70.
But it is not enough to react emotionally to these situations. One must
understand the objective conditions to be able to combat them. The current
treatment of women is certainly not warranted by her contribution to society,
for the Greek woman has a long and proud history.
Women played an active part in the War of Independence of 1821, in the
struggle against the resent occupation during the Second World War and during
the Civil War of 1946=49. In all three liberation struggles women were an'integral part of the revolutionary forces. In 1821 women danced to their deaths
over the cliffs rather than fall into the hands of the Ottoman invader. Evanthis Kiria, Bouboulina, Manta Mavrogianni and the Soullotises are but some of
the proud fighters of the period. In the 1940's women provided the troops with
food and ammunition and were at the heads of all the marches. Many payed for
their resistance with death. Women and children accounted for more than 50 per
cent of the crowds at demonstrations. In both the National Liberation Army,
ELAS, and the Democratic Army of the second half there were crack battalions made
up entirely of women. Today under the junta dictatorship, women have suffered
some of the most brutal tortures imaginable at the hande of the fascists and
have been imprisoned along with their brothers.
This proud history has been denied the Greek woman, her courage and contri22

bution largely forgotten. Although the oppression of women in Greece did
not begin during the neo-colonialist period of the past 25 years, one can
definitely identify new, sick manifestations of this oppression as dating
to the post World War II period.
With the importation of Western culture to replace the indigenous culture of the colonized people came increased prostitution. Brothels, pimps
and prostitutes all multiplied with the arrival of the British and later the
U.S. military. Today, with the Sixth Fleet stationed there, dubious night
clubs, striptease and luring ladies abound along the highway from Glyfada to
Athens and in Piraeus. Girlie magazines imported from Germany, France and the
United States fill the kiosks in imitation of the American Playboy tradition.
The tit shows programs of go-go girls - unknown to Greeks until recently. The
American series "Peyton Place" was a tremendous success among urban middle
clams housewives, and surely played its part in corrupting even further the
idea that the women have of themselves. The radio blasts such degrading songs
as "Maria Me Ts Kitrine" and "Kyrie Georgena" one of which rivals the other in
the degree to which they degrade women. The former tells of an adultrens who
prefers her neighbor to her husband. The latter portrays a woman whose husband
is running around town, while she sits home waiting for him and listening to her
neighbor's advice. Advertisements, too, have become ever more Westernized in
style and have introduced the sexy eye-catcher who has a message about some
chocolate or other. All these manifestations of image projection are entirely
Western in character and are one of the most integral aspects of the domination
and exploitation of e people by a foreign power. They play a double role in
chaining the Greek people to the West and most particularly the United Staten
and in chaining one half of the colonized - the women - to the other half - the
men. One has a responsibility to fight this, but we must ask what the conditions
are in which women will be emancipated.
A total economic, social and political change must take place before the
real emancipation of women becomes possible, for as things stand now, no one is
emancipated in Greece and it is a bit ludicrous to speak of greater or lesser
freedom of one sex when both are totally oppressed. Unfortunately, however, ,
the cart is not so easily placed before the horse, since a woman limited by
cultural and economic restraints is far less prone to joining the revolutionary
forces. She has a family to take care of; the family itself and the household
are her immediate oppressors. She cannot readily revolt against them, nor
Should she, since the family structure in but a means of her oppression and not
the basic cause of it. She must find the real cause beyond her husband's and
children's demands, beyond the stove, floor and walls that surround her. She
must break through this isolation to take her place as a social being and then
set against the real oppressor - the capitalist system.
A woman's education and liberation are, therefore, a necessary preliminary
to her joining the progressive forces, and at the same time, in their perfected
stage the results of the beginning of the new society. It is for the good of
all that men and women struggle first against the roles this society hoe forced
us to play in what it defines as men and women. It is for the good of all that
we then join forces to fight the common enemy, to fight for the new society.
The difference between the past and what is to come is that women, now
more conscious, aware and organized, even within the movement itself, will never
again lay down their rifles to find themselves with brooms thrust into their
empty palms.
Heidi Stroh
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NOTE: The following brief articles were written by a Greek Orthodox Priest, Reverend Karampelas. Article I discusses the role of
the Church in politics; article II is a letter sent to United
States Senators (January 20, 1972)1 and article III represents the
Reverend's thoughts about the new Republic (written on September
1973). It is good to disbover that the Catholic Church has no monopoly on "Berrigans."
A View of the Junta from the Pulpit
Article I
The Distinguished and Famous Russian-Born Author Pasternak
Said: The state exists for the human personality and not the
human personality for the state. I am convinced, persuaded, that
the church must also exist chiefly and principally for the Christian. The church must move, act, live and struggle everyday, she
must steadily sacrifice herself for the Sake of the Christian personality.
If the church would take this into consideration. she would
prove with acts that she actually does exist, move and act, for
the sake of the Christian. When and if the church achieves this
goal, then automatically each Christian Would move, struggle and
sacrifice, if necessary, for the church and community.
I emphasize to you this; Since the people existed prior to
the establishment of the church, the church must exist for the sake
of the people. Therefore, she must be concerned and interested in
the health, prosperity, education, rights, freedom, dignity, and
improvement of the living standard of the individual person.
The church in the mystery of Holy Baptism is giving to the
baptized persons a name in order to prove that in the eyes of Almighty God and her own eyes each baptized person is not a thing,
res, nor a cog in the machinery of totalitarian government. Thru
Baptism she emphasizes the person's individual worth, intellect,
freedom and immortal soul.
In conclusion I emphasize that we, the priests, bishops and
deacons. must realize at the end of the twentieth contury and the
dawn of the twenty-first century, that we must exist and live, not
for ourselves, but for the Christians.
Article II
The State Department, the Central Intelligence Agency, the
American Government. and especially Vice-President Agnew, through
their modern heavy armaments elevated the Junta to Gibraltar and
made it into an impregnable fortress.
Since it is proved that the people of Czechoslovakia, Hungary.
Roumania, and Poland are against the Kremlin, the Kremlin rulers are
interested in helping by military, material and "moral" means the
following military dictators: Gustav Husak of Czechoslovakia,
Janos Kandros of Hungary, Nicolas Geausesco of Roumania and Edward
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Cierek of Poland, in order to suppress and stifle every revolution
of the afore-mentioned people against the dictators of the Kremlin.
Whereas, over 90% of all Greece and all the Greek governments
during World War I, World War II, and the Communist Greek Civil War
(1944-1949) were pro-Western, and continue to be pro-Western, proven
by their demonstrations against communism, and through their proWestern elections, I ask you, Honorable Senators, what is the logic
and purpose of the United States' aid to the present government?
If the Greek people were not pro-Western, then we would be obligated
to help perpetuate the Junta's authority. But whereas the Greek
people for over a century have been prouWestern, what reason compels
us to perpetuate such authority?
Perhaps one of you could answer me, Do we help the Junta
and preserve its authority because the Junta raised the standard
of living of the Greek people? To this person I reply: It is natural, of course, through the loans contracted to the Junta. through
the financial economic help of the USA, and because of the miser-:
able economic conditions of Greece, that compulsory immigration has
forced two million Greek people to leave the country. Through the
remittances which the immigrants are sending to Greece, through the
foreign investments, it ie natural, of course, that the standard of
living of the Greek people be raised.
But if in Greece, the living standard is raised by 10% after
the war through the afore mentioned factors. in the other European
nations ruled by Parliamentary governments, the living standard is
raised by 100%.
Honorable and most learned senators, fathers of this great
civilized country, I ask you Since the Junta claims that the
standard of living has been raised, why have two million Greek people emigrated and still continue to do so?
This cursed immigration is causing Greece to become the country of old men and women.
Is Gibraltar, our Greece, worth anything If the children of
those who fought for a century for the freedom of Europe and the
rest of the world are made to leave their country?
If it should please you to overthrow the Junta and restore
the freedom to her cradle, you can be assured that the gratitude
of the Greeks would be as great as that shown by the servility of
the Junta.
The Junta imposed through force and martial law the constitution which was voted under martial law in 1968. This constitution is nothing else but a cleverly covered dictatorship. This
constitution is a charter which dextrously abolished the freedom
of the Greek people.
Arnobius, the Ecclesiastic authority who flourished in the
fourth century A.D., asks; "What ie so unfair as to twist forcefully the desires of those who are reluctant, who are unwilling,
to the opposite; to ram down into their souls and hearts what they
do not want and what they shrink from to do harm, rather than
good; and having taken away a former view to deliver them over to
a view and opinion not their own?'
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This. in my opinion, is very barbarous, but we helped the
Junta to commit this barbarous action. Caesar asked Brutus, "Are
You my son." And Greece asks America, "Are you my spiritual
daughter?"
I would like to remind you what Clement of Alexandria, who
flourished in the second century A.D. says about freedom' In his
speech about 'The Rich Man's Salvation;' "If you wilt become perfect." "If you wilt" was a divine declaration of the freewill of
the soul that was talking with Grist, for the choice lay with the
man as a free being. though the gift was with Cod as Lord. And He
gives to those who desire and are in deep earnest and beg, that in
this way salvation may become their very own. For God does not
compel since force is hateful to God; but He provides for those who
seek, He supplies to those who ask, and He opens to those who knock.
The military Junta of Greece, which proclaimed that it would
make Greece 'The Greece of Christianity' through the help of the
State Department and the CIA, destroyed the most important and most
fundamental principle of Christianity, that is, freedom, which is
the most important sign that separates human beings from animals.
Also, I emphasize to your Honorableness this. Due to the
dictatorship of the Junta, Greece is expelled from the Council of
Europe and from the Common Market. Greece is an amputated branch
from her natural trunk--Europe. Because Greece has been amputated
from these vital constitutional organizations, she cannot be financially endowed by these organizations in order to improve the quality and increase the quantity of her production. She cannot export her products to other European markets. Consequently. her
agriculture, cattle-raising, and exploitable commerce are deadened.
This deadness of her agricultural production and of the exportable
commerce has forced the young Greeks to emigrate every day to foreign countries.
This current of emigration is the reason that Greece is bereaved of her sturdy young generation. Those historical and glorious places that begot the heroes of Albania, Remene, and Alemein
now are deadened because of the cursed emigration. Neither the
Turks during their five-hundred-year occupation, neither Germany,
neither Italy, has caused such a catastrophe to Greece as have her
great...faithful...ungrateful...allies.
0 My God, How supergreat ingratitude;
-

Article III
In recent newspaper articles we saw that Mr. Papadopoulos,
the dictator of Greece, wag sworn into the Presidency of the Republic. After his oath, he abolished martial lovable, to many,
at first sight, may appear that Greece is returning to the democratic form of government to which she first gave birth. However.
upon closer examination, it is clear that Papadopoulos is not
fostering democracy but simply legitimizing his own dictatorship.
He was not elected by the Greek people through a democratic process; but rather under the guise of a free election, held under
martial law, he seized the office of the Presidency. Although he
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has abolished martial law, the dietatopthip is pattetuated by the

constitution or 1968. Through the power of the Junta's constitution any person who criticizes the social system or status quo
through public comments, the newspaper, television, or books is
automatically jailed. Papadopoulos has destroyed the maginot
line and yet kept hold of Gibraltar, the constitution of 1968. I
want to emphasize to you, with the sincerity which my office imposes upon me, that neither the referendum of the constitution of
1968 is lawful, nor is the dethronement of King Constantine lawful,
because all of this occurred under the power of martial law. This
constitution is not worthy of the noble Greek people. What a cruel
trick of history that the people who begot democracy do not reap
its benefits. It is terrible that in Greece where freedom was born,
today walks tyranny with its sword.
The dictatorship took hold and sustained its power under the
blessings and through the efforts of the State Department and the
CIA, while 90% of the Greeks are pro-Western. In Russia, the premier has an interest in maintaining the government Of the iron
curtain because the Russian people are against communism and hence
against Russia, But what sense does it make for the United States
to keep the dictatorship of Greece in power when the majority of
the Greek people were, are, and in the future will be pro-Western.
People confront me saying, "You are a priest, what business
do you have in politics?" I answer them by saying, "I cannot concern myself with only the soul of man but with anything which builds
up or threatens the soul, therefore I must oppose this system which
Is so unjust and destroys the freedom of the Greek people. Pericles,
an ancient Greek orator and legislator, put it another way. He said
that the person who concerns himself with his own affairs and pays
no attention to public affairs is a useless person to the community.
I believe in the example of JeSus, who said, 'Come, follow me.' Our
Lord always invited men, he did not force them. It is only by free
choice that man shows his great dignity and nobility."
According to the new constitution of the Junta (1968), a constitutional court was established which has the authority to investigate the social beliefs of each candidate for congress. If,
after strict investigation they discover that some candidate believes in democratic principles, his candidacy will be prohibited.
I appeal to Congressmen, Senators, and to all politicians of America,
to exercise their power to abolish the constitution of 1968 which
is designed for animals, not human beings, and to restore and enforce the constitution of 1952 which is a democratic constitution.
I believe that if the leaders of the United States exercised
their power to restore democracy, the Junta will no longer exist.
I appeal to the intellectuals of the whole world to exercise
their influence to overthrow the Junta. If you should perform this.
as a priest I bless you and I render my gratitude to you.
Please overthrow the counterfeit Republic of Papadopoulos.
I look for democracy in Greece, but I find it nowhere. 1 am sorrowful until this dictatorship is overthrown.
Please relieve my burden, and you have the Blessings of God
and the gratitude of Greeks and Greece.
•
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The Case Against The Monarchy*
Well who are those Gracksburgs
those foreigners who govern Hellas
for more than one hundred years
whose language is incomprehensible
whose customs are foreign to us
whose religion is idolatrous
whose clothes are made in laboratories,
of silk and brocade, of another country
whose fingers resemble those of mannequins
whose crown weighs heavy with guilt
which Is the crossroad for the influences of foreign powers
whose neck is powerless
to lift the heritage of a heroic people.
Well who are these intruders
who govern our Hellas
for more than one hundred years?
Let us elect our own archon
whose body is made from fire and iron
wounded from the struggles
whose forehead will have the sweat of the contestants
whose clothes are made from native materials
whose head will carry the crown of wisdom
who will rule with the assent of the people
whom we can remove
and elect another when necessary
His
his
his
his
his

language should be our language
religion, our religion
cast, our cast
sweat, our sweat
heartbeat, our own.

Well who are these foreigners
who govern our country
for more than one hundred years?
These intruders who have ravaged
our Hellas for more than one hundred years;
With their parasite satellites
and their relations with foreign powers
an unbearable weight on our bosom;
Well, are we not men
to cleanse our land
from these parasites
and to elect our own archon?
Anestis Ganotakis
*Prom Campana, August 2S, 1973 (Courtesy of Costas Athanasiades, Publisher)
(trans. from the Greek by M. P. Petropoulos).
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The Anendotos Agonaa* of Arthur Burghardt -Banks

The court gave Arthur Burghardt-Banks five years for asking
questions. Sent him up for draft evasion. Dealt him the maximum
sentence for demanding "Why?" about the war. Figured five years
ought to answer his doubts.
It hasn't.
At 26, Burghardt-Banks still has two more years to serve, some
additional questions to ask, and--most importantly--s struggle to
fight.
It's a struggle he wants others to join.
"1 cannot/must not vegetate here in static space," he writes
from his current residence--the federal penitentiary at Terre
Haute, Ind.
"Existing here in prison makea capital the fact of dying and
makes death quicker, and agonizingly more imminent. They can remove hope, but we can restore it with activity."
Activity has always been a key word with Burghardt-Banks. As
a black playwright and actor, Burghardt (his given name is Banks,
but he renamed himself in memory of the black political leader
William E. Burghardt Du Bois) involved others in his activity by
taking his art to the people.
"I watched Arthur for the last six weeks before he went to jail
in November of 1971," Phillip Langner, president of the New York
Theatre Guild, recalled. "He was a tireless worker. Every day
from eight in the morning 'til midnight, he was all over Harlem,
all over Brooklyn--talking at churches, speaking wherever he was
welcome. He got students to come to his play, ha got people to
bring their friends."
Burghardt was working at the time on his moat-heralded production, a one-man show entitled FREDERICK DOUGLASS: An Evening in
Memoriam, In Praise and In Glory of our Slack Nigger Father. Transformed by a time-exhausting make-up job to assume the role of the
abolitionist leader, Burghardt would eet off a two-hour monologue
about slavery and the plight of the black man in America. The
philosophy came from Douglass, but Burghardt shared the thought.
The show played a part in his decision to go to jail.
"I find in Douglass' work a strength and corroboration of
black power and black dignity," Burghardt said before his imprisonment. "As an artist, I can't dissociate myself from the
political and social realities."
The Douglass show finally made Broadway's Town Hall on
Nov. 2, 1971 with demand bringing it back on Nov. 9. On Nov. 10,
Burghardt went to the Manhattan federal courthouse and surrendered
himself to begin his prison term.
"We had the greatest of celebrations after his last performance
at Town Hall," Langner remembered. "It was a kind of a going away
party for Arthur. He was terribly enthusiastic and it waa a very
happy party. He went to prison determined--determined not to be
put down."
*"unyielding struggle"
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Burghardt was sent to the Federal Correctional Institute in
Danbury, Conn., where prison officials unwittingly made him somewhat of a star. Along with other inmates, he watched himself appearing in National Educational Television's "Soul Show." When
Burghardt began using his stardom to organize inmates, however,
administrators became concerned.
"If you're black, articulate, and poised," John Bach, a white
conscientious objector who became friends with Burghardt at Danbury,
said, "you're in trouble. Prisoners at Danbury--both black and
white—listened to Arthur, and the prison officials didn't like
it.

"Arthur was directing an inmate presentation of teRoi Jones'
play The Toilet, which is all about American misconceptions of
virility, machismo, and so forth--just the right kind of thing
prisoners might find interesting.
"Well, you don't do s play—any play--in a prison without
fantastic political implications. And all of a sudden the prison
administration cancelled the production."
Bach himself found that conscientious objectors in the prison
tended to fall into three categories; an anarchistic group that
didn't want to talk politics at all, a group that didn't want to
get involved for fear of hurting parole chances, and a group led
by Burghardt that realized the struggle and met it.
"Prisons run on the premise prisoners will always be at each
other's necks," Bach explained. "But at Danbury, Arthur started
opening up ties between blacks and conscientious objectors in the
community. That made him a 'threat' to the institution."
By March of '72 Burghardt had helped to lead a work strike
against inmate working conditions. The strike lasted nine days
and cost the Federal Bureau of Prisons $800,000. Identified as
a ringleader, Burghardt was thrown in solitary the first day of
the strike and remained there five months. Be was also marked
for transfer.
"Transfer to another institution is their ultimate threat
against a prisoner," Bach, who was transferred seven times in
35 months , claimed. "Whenever they wanted to threaten me, they
would threaten me with transfer to a larger prison, where I would
supposedly be raped and harassed by other prisoners.
"But blacks are a somewhat different matter. Blacks are
threatened with transfer to Terre Dente. Among prisoners, Terre
Haute has a reputation of being the most racist institution in
the federal prison system. It's right in the heart of Indiana
Klan country and they get all kinds of prisoners from places
like Arkansas, who won't tolerate uppity niggers, And Arthur
was an uppity nigger."
After 70 days in solitary confinement, Burghardt charged
in a federal court that the time spent in segregation was unconstitutionally cruel and unusual punishment and disproportionate
-
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to the alleged infractions. The court upheld the prison's disciplinary procedures, however, and on July 4 of '72 Borchardt was
transferred to Terre Haute.
"The administration at Danbury said he had harassed the guards
and kept a weapon in his cell," explained Denise Spalding, head of
the New York City-based National Committee to free Arthur BurghardtBanks. "He called a guard a dirty m.f., and his weapon was a
toothbrush."
In August, '72, Burghardt'e second month at Terre Haute, a fight
broke out in the prison yard between two inmates, one black and one
white. Prison guards broke up the fight, but led only the black man
away to be disciplined. About 150 blacks followed to protest, among
them, Burghardt. Late evening, several guards came to Burghardt'a
cell to take him to solitary. According to Surghardt, when he demanded to know why, they maced him in the face, cheat, and arms and
led him away to G Unit--the punitive segregation unit.
More guards came to G Unit, where, Burghardt claims, he was
told to Strip while the guards placed metal clamps on his wrists
and maced him again. Burghardt says that he attempted to defend
himself, and three of the 15 guards used to subdue him were injured.
Two of these "assaults" were handled administratively, but for the
third assault charge Burghardt still faces trial.
Though Burghardt continued to remain in solitary, a Federal
Grand Jury waited four months before indicting Burghardt on the
third assault charge. In February of this year. Burghardt was
arraigned in Terre Haute federal court. He routinely asked that
Brent Barnhart of Indianapolis and noted leftist-defense attorney
William Kunetler be allowed to represent him.
The court--not so routinely—denied his request.
In en unusual Sunday morning hearing April 1--a session
Burghardt angrily refers to as "the April Fools' hearing-- U.S.
District Court Judge Cale J. Holder denied Kunstler court permission to represent Burghardt.
Kunstler, said Holder, had violated the Canon of Ethics by
his actions in the past--which included releasing press statements Holder thought might prejudice the case.
Holder then questioned Kunstler'a political motivations in
the case and named as court appointed attorney for Burghardt Terre
Haute lawyer Buena Chaney--former state Republican chairman.
Burghardt announced that he would stand mute rather than accept
Chaney as his counsel, and two days later he was transferred again-this time to Federal Correctional Institute at Sandstone, Minn.
Terre Haute warden Noah Alldredge, who has since retired,
claimed the reason for the transfer was to get Burghardt out of
solitary (he had been in segregation eight months). And Charles
James, associate warden, said Burghardt was receptive to the
transfer. But from Burghardt himself came another story.
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"I am here at Sandstone completely against my will," Burghardt
wrote at the time. "I was abducted forcibly and shunted here partially because of the intense mental impact this will have on me.
"I would rather be there in the hole and close to the case,
especially now that we're moving. Now that the judge is so obviously preparing a noose for me, I would of course want to be close
by to arrange my defense and be closer to those who care."
Those who care include &metier, Barnhart, and three Indiana
University law students from the Indianapolis law school who are
working on the case--Diane Keaton, Steve Allen, and Tom White. On
one of Kunatler's spring visits to Indianapolis, Keaton, Allen, and
White brought Kunstler up to date on the case by relating evidence
they have acquired in more than 25 inmate interviews at Terre Haute.
As Kunstler sat listening in Barnhart's informal east-side Indianapolia
office, he became increasingly vocal.
"He's supposed to have struck three guards with his hands cuffed
behind his back?" Kunstler asked disbelievingly. "They have to
justify beating Arthur up. Obviously, it was all brought about by
the desire to segregate Arthur as a ringleader of a rumor--a rumor
that there was going to be a protest."
Incensed by the Holder decision, Kunstler labeled it "one of
the grossest violations of constitutional rights I have ever seen
and certainly a grostesque distortion of the law." He took his
case to the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals in Chicago, asking a
writ of mandamus reversing Holder's decision and reinstating himself
as Burghardt's counsel.
On May 17 the court of appeals granted the writ and ordered
the district court to allow Kunstler to appear as defense attorney.
In doing so, the circuit court shot down Holder's argument that
Kunstler had prejudiced any trial by his press statements.
"We have not been referred to any case in which a defense
counsel's course of conduct involving pre-trial publicity has
been held to override the defendant's Sixth Amendment right to
counsel of his own choosing," the seventh circuit wrote.
However, since a writ of mandamus is an original action,
Holder was allowed to appeal the circuit court's decision. He
filed a petition for rehearing and on Sept. 28 lost again when
the seventh circuit reaffirmed its order permitting Kunstler to
appear.
The following Monday, Oct. 1, Burghardt appeared once more in
Terre Haute federal district court ready to go on trial--this time
before Judge S. Hugh Dillin. With Kunstler sitting nearby, Burghardt
rose and attempted to express a profession of faith in the judge and
In the court.
Dillin told him to sit down.
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Though he said he did not doubt that the circuit court had
ruled in Burghardt'a favor, Dillin pointed out that he had received no written notice from the seventh circuit acknowledging
their Sept. 28 decision. Until such written notice was received,
be claimed, the district court would have to proceed according to
the April 1 ruling by Holder.
Kunstler jumped to object.
"Mr. Kunstler," Dillin shot back, "I do not wish to hear
anything further from you. As far as this court is concerned,
you are sort of a non-person."
Dillin then turned to Burghardt giving him the choice of
either accepting Chaney as counsel, acting as his own attorney,
or taking as counsel Barnhart—who had acted as local counsel
for Kunstler. As a fourth alternative, Dillin told Burghardt
he could ask for a continuance, but would thereby waive his
right to a speedy trial.
"The question," Dillin again and again informed Burghardt,
"is whether you want to go to trial today."
Burghardt, whom Dillin allowed to consult with Kunstler and
Barnhart for a minute, was willing to accept a continuance but
was not ready to waive his right to a speedy trial. The speedy
trial issue, consequently, became a point of contention between
Dillin and the defense.
Burghardt, Barnhart, and Kunstler finally were able to convince
Dillin to put on the record that a continuance would not impede
Burghardt's right to a speedy trial. At that point, both parties
agreed to continue the trial the following Monday.
In the interim, however, Supreme Court Justice William H.
Rehnquist stepped in.
That Friday, Oct. 5, Rehnquist granted a stay of the Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals order allowing Kunstler to appear. The
stay effectively delayed Burghardt'a trial by allowing the prosecution 90 days in which to decide if it wishes to contest the
seventh circuit's ruling before the Supreme Court. Speculation
now is that Burghardt may come fo trial in Jan., 1974.
Concerned that their client faced an interminable period in
solitary awaiting trial, Kunstler and Barnhart pressed the issue.
On Oct. 2 they went to Dillin, asking why the judge had not acted
on a writ of habeas corpus they had filed in order to get Borchardt
out of the solitary confinement cell he had been in the past 14
months.
Dillin again fell back on his contention that Kunstler was a
"non-person."
Though the writ had been filed Sept. 17, Dillin said he had
ignored it because it was signed by Kunstler. The fact that the
court did still not consider Kunstler to be Burghardt'a attorney,
the judge maintained, made the writ "null and void." When Dillin
finally gave in and acted on the writ nearly a week later, he
denied it.
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Kunstler, meanwhile, has reacted with scathing denouncement
of Holder and Dillin in particular and American justice in general.
He sees Holder and his backers--which include the American Bar
Association and 21 prominent Indiana lawyers--as challenging the
idea of the itinerant lawyer--the attorney who travels from place
to place defending clients who feel they cannot receive a fair
shake from local counsel. And he views Dillin as a two-faced
judge who is trying to escape some of the heat he felt after
imposing a desegregation busing plan in Indianapolis.
"Judge Dillin has come under all kinds of fire for his busing
stand," Kunstler pointed out. "And I wonder if he isn't trying to
climb back on the Establishment bandwagon by his actions in this
case.
"Meanwhile, I am trying to maintain my sanity. I am losing
my faith in the proposition that justice may be meted out through
the courts.
"I cannot help thinking that if the government spent as much
time trying to clean up Watergate as it has attempting to deny one
black man the counsel of his choice, we would not be in the position
we are in this country."
Struggle is familiar to the Chicago Seven attorney, but
Kunstler's energies have been noticeably drained by the Burghardt
case. He continues to put out pre-trial publicity, speaking to
college campuses around Terre Haute and to audiences which sometimes resemble a vacuum. A week after Dillin had referred to him
as a "non-person," Kunstler spoke from the pulpit of a Baptist
Church in a working-class section of Indianapolis. There were
leas than 30 people in the pews. Kunstler's bushy sideburns
seemed whiter than before, the furrows on his head deeper, his
piercing eyes more sunken, and his guttural voice more ominous
than ever.
"Yes, this must have been the way it was in churches, synagogues, and meeting halls all across Germany in 1929, '30, and '31,"
he began.
"Arthur is, I guess, where he is because this church is not
filled. And I guess our country's where it is because this church
is not filled, because we have corrupted and ruined ourselves in
the kind of society we live in. We have been destroyed, our energy
sapped, our will to resist weakened, and we are fair game to the
Mitchells and the Nixons and the Megruders and the John Deans and
the Donald Segrettis and all the others who amused us across the
television screen over the past several months."
Though discouraged, Kunatler was quick to add that the fight
for Burghardt goes on. He has known Burghardt since Burghardt
was involved with the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
in Atlanta, and the two have shared foci of struggle.
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"Of course Arthur feels very strongly about black-white issues
in this country," Kunatler says. "And he believes that he got the
maximum sentence because he was black. I am inclined to agree with
him. He was tried in a Georgia court, by a Georgia judge, represented by a black attorney. The jury consisted of ten whites and
two blacks."
Burghardt's draft troubles had begun in 1966 when he first applied for conscientious objector standing. He lost one CO form and
his board denied him another, though they were supposed to supply
him all the forms he needed. Burghardt hazed his claim on philosophical rather than religious grounds, but the board, he remembers,
did not recognize the names of any of the philosophers he had included. They rejected his claim on grounds of insufficient "creditbility and sincerity." His appeal of the evasion conviction reached
the Supreme Court in '71, but the Court--with only Justice William O.
Douglas dissenting--refused to hear it.
In the meantime, Burghardt was establishing himself as an actor
and gaining friends who saw in the 6-6, 250-pound black with a booming
voice a pacifist with a desire to change society. The estranged son
of an educator who is now president of Hartford Community College in
Connecticut, Burghardt went to Deerfield Academy, then Rutgers, began
acting in Shakespeare, end later taught drama at Antioch. Returning
to his home town of Atlanta, Burghardt's fame in the theatre spread.
Burghardt and his audiences reacted to one another.
"I remember we did a take-off on Macbeth called MAcBird," recalled Leonard Etelntien, who was a Theatre Atlanta director during
Burghardee one-season stay there in 1968. "It was about the killing
of Kennedy, and Arthur played a blank militant. His strength and
his passion really came through, and his performance shocked the
hell out of the audience. Anywhere else the play might have been
less effective, but in Atlanta at that time it was overpowering."
In Atlanta, Burghardt became involved with the civil rights
movement, and developed a close relationship with Martin Luther
King, Jr. King's death left a lasting impression.
"I remember the day after King's murder," Etelatien related.
"Arthur came storming into my office screaming he was going to
kill some white people. Than he burst out crying. He finally did
the one thing he knew he could do—he planted his 6-6 frame right
dead center in King's funeral March."
Burghardt's friends today view his inprisonment as a loss in
more than social terms.
"It's a shame," believes Arlie Schardt, a former reporter for
Time magazine who got to know Burghardt through ettending'Theatre
Atlanta. "He has so much to offer for the country and the
-

public. He could serve as a catalyst for some very Important
things in this nation. Especially racial problems. The whole
country is being hurt by his incarceration."
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Schardt had an opportunity to witness Burghardt's role as a
catalyst first hand.
"Over two years ago, when our children were six and seven,
Arthur would come and visit us at our home in Westchester County
north of New York," Schardt said. "He would spend a few days
resting and reading and whenever he got the chance he would tell
the children stories, put on impromptu dramatic performances, and
roll around with them. Then all the neighborhood kids would come
running over to catch some of that contagious and compelling
personality.
"At that same time, my wife was an English teacher in a high
school there. She asked Arthur to come and tie in some of the drama
they were studying. He gave dramatic readings to each of her four
classes. And when it spread that Arthur was giving impromptu performances, 100 students showed up for my wife's last class of the
day--a class that usually was only 30.
"My wife said that Arthur's appearance helped give an impetus to
those kids interested in theatre. She said they had come to gather
his feelings about the theatre and left with a vivid new perspective."
Though prison officials fail to appreciate the education and
agitation of people that he continues to practice in prison, Burghardt
persists.
"These cretins have only made me stronger, bolder in my approach,"
Burghardt writes from solitary. "And resorting to whatever strength
and dignity I've got in their filthy little design environments is
what I must do.
"I suffered a beating by the hands of these guards and resident
psychopaths at Terre Haute and I mean to never let them forget it.
The terror and pain that goes on in this jail must be exposed to the
public. We must dare to struggle, dare to win."
Burghardt brings to his perception of struggle a world view.
Feeling at one with oppressed peoples everywhere, he is fully aware,
for example, of the Greek peoples' struggle against the junta.
"Dig the 'dialectic' of an Onassis supported Papedopoulos," he
observes. "Self-proclaimed liars topple themaelves and their
'republics!'"
Burghardt's friends realize his strength, appreciate his struggle,
know that his penchant for activity may keep him in prison longer, and
are violently angered by the implications of it all. Most importantly,
they see the larger significance of Burghardt's case.
"All the time I was in prison," claimed Burghardt's CO friend Bach,
"I never knew any criminals. All the criminals are in the state department. The men I knew killed in a moment of passion and for that they
w111 never get out. But there's a man who goes free today who killed
300 people every day for four years--and he's nominated for the Nobel
Peace Prize. People ask me about amnesty for draft evaders. I'm
wondering about amnesty for Richard Nixon.
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"People ask me about pardon for men who left the country rather
than kill in Vietnam. Pardon? Pardon for what? I'm wondering why
we have to pardon men who are only guilty of living up to the
Christian ethics this country has always preached.
To She'ir Rasul, a black New York City poet and good friend of
Burghardt, there is a necessity to view Burghardt's case as something
more than just an isolated case of draft evasion.
"The difficulty with trying to look at Arthur's case is that
the final concern must not be Arthur's freedom, but the necessity
to pick up Arthur's commitment to the struggle and apply it to our
own lives," Raoul says.
"Arthur's freedom is only a small part of the larger question
of whether all black people will continue to be in jail anyway.
There are jails with bars and jails without bars. While there is
a necessity to focus on freeing Arthur, we rust take pains to
struggle against those larger conditions which brought Arthur to
this point. The danger to Arthur is a danger to us. We are as
vulnerable as he. In the final analysis, why he is where he is
may be more important than the fact that he's there."
Rasul disagrees with any tendency to see Burghardt only as
a prisoner of the Vietnam War who didn't come home. To see
Burghardt as significant by focusing upon the return of the
prisoners is to be fooled, Rasul explained.
"Anyone who focuses upon the return of the prisoners is buying
the exploitation of the Nixon administration up, down, and sideways,"
he said. "And to buy that exploitation is to obscure the fact that
we are still involved in Southeast Asia, that there is still corruption and deceit in government, that there is still erosion of civil
tights.
"I would have liked to view the return of the POW's in human
terns, but I could not. We were, in fact, not permitted a way in
which to view the return in human terms. We were only permitted to
view the return of the prisoners as a vindication of our presence in
Vietnam and as a final proof of our success in obtaining a lasting
peace.
"The release of the prisoners was used by Nixon as but another
piece of propaganda in a war that continues. To ignore that fact
is to ignore the erosion of First Amendment rights, to ignore
Watergate, to ignore the dismantling of the Office of Economic
Opportunity.
"The war continues both in Southeast Asia and at home. By
ignoring the fact we are allowing the Nixon administration to
erode our moral values and replace them with a totalitarian
value structure.
"
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"No, what makes Arthur's place in society important is not
the notion that he is a prisoner of war in a war that is supposedly
over. What makes Arthur's place in society important is the fact
that he is continuing to struggle.
"He is a prisoner of war in a war that continues, and as such
he is a reminder that the complacency of America will end us all
behind bars."

John Antonides
Indiana Daily Student
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
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Reflections on Chile
People familiar with the Greek experience since 1967 will not
need to be given a rundown of what has been done by the Chilean military regime which took power on September 11, 1973. Nor will they be
surprised to learn that the United States was involved in bringing
about the coup. *
Whet is different in the Chilean ease, however, is the cheer
extent of the repression. According to en international commission
or jurists, headed by Leopoldo Torres-Bouresult of Madrid (Secretary
General of the International Movement of Catholic Jurists), "The practices of torture and executioners se systematic that they approach
the United Nations definition of genocide." (Le Monde, 16 October 1973)
Coupled with these practices, of course, is an equally systematic attempt to pretend that they do not exist. Renee, oensoriship of
local reporting and the expulsion of outspoken foreign correspondents.
Hence also an ostrich-like diplomatio front, symbolized by the amities,
Minister's remark to Torres-Boureault regarding the sacking of Pablo
Nevada's houses "Mrs. Neruda has net filed a complaint." (ibid.)
The junta's efforts to disown any possible "excesses" are belied by its own statement of intent, which is that Chile be purged of
Marxism ones and for all. What makes this such a bloody proposition,
of course, is the very breadth of the revolutionary mobilization which
had taken place prier to the coup. In effect, not only had the left
been able to gather a relative majority of 30% in the presidential
the level of
election of 19701 it had actually been able to i
its support, despite the hardships entailed by oriels, to a 44% figure
1973.
And
this
ie
not all.
in the March congressional elections of
The support in question was becoming increasingly active and, an time
went on, was characterized more and more by independent initiative
from below. Finally, even among the 56% who did not vote for the left,
a considerable appeal had to be made in terms impIiIng sympathy with
the left's Wale social goals. Less than a quarter of the electorate
favored the kind of unabashed reaction that is being put into practice
by the junta.
Within this framework, the basis for the difference with Greece
is clear. If the Chilean generals struck harder, it is because they
waited longers so long, in fact, that the revolutionary build-up which
they feared was fast approaching the point of no return.
e On U.S. involvement in Chile, the most comprehensive summary so far
may be found in the October 1973 issue of NACLA's Latin America and
Empire Report.
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Chilean society is by no means fdlly pacified. Significant
elements of the left have remained intact despite the repression,
whilb the country remains in an economic crisis brought on largely
by the right-wing disrupters' year-long campaign to undermine
Allende. Workers, peasants, and slum-dwellers are already suffering in addition from the regressive distribution measures of the
junta.
The junta's survival will thus depend on two thinges its
own continued repressiveness and massive foreign aid. The latter
has already begun to materialise from the United States.

For further informations see the articles on Chile by B. & J.
Petras in the November 1973 issue of Ramparts and by A. limbalist
& B. Stallings in the October 1973 issue of t.onth lg Review. Write
Calif.
,
to NISH (Ron-Intervention in Chile), P.O. Bo*
94701, for a subscription to the Chile newsletter (no charges donations requested).

__ _
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Victor Wallis
Indiana U.-Purdue U. at Indianapolis
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